We examine the placement of safety stocks in a supply chain for which we have an evolving demand forecast. Under assumptions about the forecasts, the demand process, and the supply chain structure, we show that safety stock placement for such systems is effectively equivalent to the corresponding well-studied problem for systems with stationary demand bounds and base stock policies. Hence, we can use existing algorithms to find the optimal safety stocks. We use a case study with real data to demonstrate that there are significant benefits from the inclusion of the forecast process when determining the optimal safety stocks. We also conduct a computational experiment to explore how the placement and size of the safety stocks depend on the nature of the forecast evolution process.
Introduction
Most firms plan their supply chain operations based on a forecast of future demand over some planning horizon. Furthermore, firms regularly update and revise these forecasts based on observed sales, advanced orders, and market intelligence. With each forecast revision, a firm revises its supply chain plans, in terms of its master schedules for production, procurement, and transportation. Indeed, this update and revision process is central to any supply-chain planning function and is facilitated by the wide-spread deployment of material requirements planning (MRP) systems.
The intent of this paper is to examine the optimal placement of safety stock inventory in a supply chain that is subject to a dynamic, evolving demand forecast. In particular we strive to develop models and algorithms that have the potential to determine safety stocks in real-world supply chains. We assert that the paper makes five contributions.
First, we incorporate a forecast evolution process into the safety stock placement models developed by Simpson (1958) for a serial-system supply chain, and by Willems (2000, 2003) for supply chains with spanning-tree topologies. In particular, we use the forecast evolution process and model that has been previously used by Graves, Meal et al. (1986) , Heath and Jackson (1994) and Graves et al. (1998) .
Second, we show for a serial-system supply chain with an evolving forecast that the optimal placement of safety stocks satisfies the all-or-nothing property: that is, each stage either holds a decoupling safety stock or no safety stock. Thus, we can determine the optimal safety stocks by enumeration, as suggested by Simpson (1958) , or by an efficient dynamic programming algorithm (Graves and Willems, 2000) .
Third, for an assembly supply chain with an evolving forecast, we show that its safetystock optimization problem has the same structure as the safety-stock optimization for an assembly system operating with a base-stock ordering policy. Graves and Willems (2000) have developed an efficient dynamic programming algorithm to determine the optimal safety stocks for this latter system. Thus, we can also use this algorithm to solve the safety-stock optimization problem for assembly systems with an evolving forecast.
Fourth, based on an industrial study and on a computational experiment, we demonstrate the potential value from incorporating the forecast evolution process into the safety-stock optimization. We find that substantial reductions in inventory are possible, where the size of the reduction depends on how the forecast improves over time; to no surprise, the better the forecast, the less safety stock is required. However, prior safety-stock optimization methods were not able to extract the value from an improving forecast.
Fifth, we demonstrate that we can use our forecast evolution process to model a wide class of demand processes introduced by Aviv (2003) ; for instance, this class includes autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) processes. The significance of this result is that all of the developments in the paper also apply to a supply chain whose product demand comes from one of these demand processes. For instance consider an assembly system that is subject to demand from an ARIMA (p, d, q) process for any specification of the parameters (p, d, q); we can infer a forecast process for this supply chain and then use this forecast process to determine the supply-chain safety stocks, using the models and methods developed in this paper.
The paper consists of seven sections. In the remainder of this section, we provide a brief review of related literature. In §2 we introduce the forecast evolution process and show the equivalence between the forecast evolution process and a class of demand processes introduced by Aviv (2003) . In §3 we define the ordering policy for a supply chain with an evolving forecast, and then use this to model the inventory dynamics for a serial-system supply chain. We also establish the safety stock required at each stage to satisfy the guaranteed service constraint. In §4 we establish the all-or-nothing property for the optimal solution for a serial system, and then show how to determine the safety stocks for an assembly system. We report on an industrial case study in §5 and on a set of computational experiments in §6. We conclude the paper in §7. An online appendix provides the detailed development for several of the results in the paper.
Literature Review
This paper adds to the literature on multi-echelon inventory systems. For a general overview of this research area, we refer to review articles by Axsäter (1993) , Federgruen (1993 ), Inderfurth (1994 , and Diks et al. (1996) . This paper contributes to three bodies of work in particular. First, our model uses a dynamic model for forecast evolution, and is related to other work on forecasting and advanced demand information in supply chains. Our forecast evolution model ( §2) is a generalization of the one used by Graves, Meal et al. (1986) , Heath and Jackson (1994) , and Graves et al. (1998) . We show that there is a close relationship between this forecast model and popular time-series demand models, such as ARIMA. Therefore this paper is related to the growing body of work that assumes such demand models in supply chains. In particular, the demand model we use is based on the framework introduced by Aviv (2003) . We refer the reader to Zhang (2004) for results and references on supply chain dynamics, Aviv (2004) for an overview of forecasts and collaboration, and Gallego and Özer (2001) and Karaesmen et al. (2002) for results on the value of advanced demand information in the supply chain.
Second, the underlying supply chain model ( §3) and optimization procedure ( §4) follow closely the work of Simpson (1958) and Graves and Willems (2000) . These authors assume that each stage or node of the supply chain operates under a base-stock policy with bounded demand and guaranteed service. They then find the least cost service times and inventory placement that are guaranteed to meet any demand realization within these bounds. This approach provides a way to find the optimal safety stocks in quite general supply chains, and it has successfully been deployed to industry (e.g., Billington et al. 2004 and Willems, 2008) .
In the aforementioned work, the authors assume stationary demand (or more accurately, a stationary demand bound), and assume that orders are placed according to base stock policies in response to realized demand. In a recent paper, Graves and Willems (2008) consider the optimization of safety stock in a supply chain with a non-stationary demand bound and with guaranteed service. They assume an adaptive base-stock policy and demonstrate the effectiveness of a con-stant-service-time policy in which the locations of the safety stocks are fixed but the amount of safety stock varies with the demand bound. They also show that the determination of the safety stock locations, under the assumption of constant service times, is equivalent to the optimization for the stationary demand case studied by Graves and Willems (2000) .
Our work shares many important aspects with this line of work, but one significant difference is that we assume that each stage places orders in response to an evolving forecast of future demand. As noted, the aforementioned work generally assumes that the stages operate according to (local) base stock policies by which orders are placed in response to realized demand at the customer-facing stages. In our work the guaranteed service is made contingent on forecast errors, rather than on demand variation. Because of these differences, the new safety stock strategies are more applicable for firms that already operate in a forecast-or schedule-driven way, and who seek a comprehensive safety stock strategy.
Thirdly, our assumed ordering policy is similar to that for an MRP system; thus, we can relate our work to the research literature on safety stocks in MRP systems. For an overview of MRP literature in general, see Baker (1993) . Guide and Srivastava (2000) have reviewed buffering in particular, and list a comprehensive table of various approaches and results.
More specifically, Lambrecht et al. (1984) propose a dynamic programming algorithm for determining the safety stock levels; however, as this algorithm is computationally infeasible for realistic problem sizes, they develop and test an extension to the approximate procedure from Clark and Scarf (1962) . Buzacott and Shanthikumar (1994) analyze and compare safety stocks and safety times in a single-stage system. Yano and Carlson (1987) consider a two-stage system under either fixed or flexible scheduling; the analysis in this paper corresponds most closely to flexible scheduling. Lagodimos and Anderson (1993) consider the maximum service level achievable, for a given safety stock quantity. Mollinder (1997) studies a number of systems using simulation, and finds optimal solutions with simulated annealing.
Most of the aforementioned work is limited to small systems, typically one or two stages.
The lack of solutions for larger systems in particular has been highlighted in the overview paper by Guide and Srivastava (2000) . Moreover, these papers do not model dynamically evolving forecasts and non-stationary demand.
We note that the ordering policy in our paper is a special case of the class of policies considered by Graves et al. (1998) , who model a supply chain with a dynamically evolving forecast and with an objective to smooth operations to reduce the variability of production. However, Graves et al. (1998) does not attempt to optimize the supply-chain safety stocks, which is the primary point of our current paper. Similar to Graves et al. (1998) , Aviv (2007) develops a model of a two-stage supply chain with a dynamically evolving forecast; he also incorporates production smoothing and schedule/forecast changes into his objective function. But the emphasis of Aviv (2007) is to understand the benefits from collaborative forecasting. In contrast, we assume an ordering policy and accept the resulting variability from the induced schedule changes, and seek only to reduce the safety stock costs across the supply chain.
The forecast model
We use a forecast evolution model based on Graves et al. (1986) and Heath and Jackson (1994) .
In period t we denote the forecast for period t+i as ( )
where H is the forecast horizon. By convention we set ( ) From our experiences, this process is descriptive of many make-to-order firms. In these cases, the initial forecast conveys the progress at identifying customers and in securing advanced orders. Subsequently, the forecast revisions correspond to changes of the master schedule, which reflect the success at converting the forecast (open orders) into demand (booked orders).
Relationship with demand models
In the previous section we defined a forecast process, and discussed how the framework arises in 
A question of interest is whether the forecast revisions generated in this way are i.i.d. and have zero mean, since these assumptions were made in the forecast evolution model, and in fact are necessary for the supply chain work to follow.
We find that these i.i.d. and zero mean properties hold quite generally. In particular, suppose that we model demand by the general state space framework proposed by Aviv (2003) : This equivalence between the forecast evolution model and this broad class of demand models means that we can apply our results, for example, to a make-to-stock supply chain with a time-series demand model. We refer the reader to the specialized literature (for example Hamilton 1994) for how to estimate a time series demand model based on historical data. Once this is done one can use (3) to find the properties of ( ) t f t s Δ + , which are needed for the safety stock optimization to follow.
Supply chain model and ordering policy
In this section we develop our inventory model. This model is closely related to the supply chain model developed by Simpson (1958) for a serial system. Simpson assumes that each node in the supply chain operates with guaranteed service times. He then assumes that each node uses a base-stock ordering policy, which allows him to model the inventory at each node as a function of the service times. Simpson then introduces an assumption of bounded demand which permits him to find the minimum base-stock levels necessary to assure that the service times are guaranteed.
We consider the same system but with an evolving forecast process. We first state the assumption of guaranteed service times, which is the same as in Simpson. We then present and discuss a forecast-based ordering policy, rather than a simpler base-stock policy for each node.
The forecast-based ordering policy is parameterized by a safety-stock target, as opposed to a base stock level for the Simpson model. Given this ordering policy and the evolving forecast, we can then model the inventory at each node as a function of the service times. We wish to determine the minimum safety-stock target that will guarantee the service times. To do this, we introduce another assumption that is analogous to Simpson's assumption of bounded demand; in particular, we assume that we have a bound on the forecast revision process. This allows us to model the safety stocks as a function of the guaranteed service times for each node in the system. We develop the model for a serial-system supply chain; we discuss the extension to assembly systems in the optimization section. For a serial system, we index the nodes by k and we designate the customer-facing stage as node 1, and node N as the most upstream stage. A stage might represent the procurement of a raw material, or the production of a component, or the manufacture of a subassembly, or the assembly and test of a finished good, or the transportation of a finished product from a distribution center to a warehouse. Each stage k is a potential location for holding a safety-stock inventory of the item processed at the stage.
For each stage, we assume a known deterministic production lead-time, denoted as k T .
When a stage reorders, the production lead-time is the time from when all of the inputs are available until production is completed and available to serve demand. The production lead-time includes the waiting and processing time at the stage, plus any transportation time to put the item into inventory. We assume that there is no capacity constraint and thus, the lead-time is not affected by the size of the order.
Ordering Policy
We assume that each stage shares a common review period and places an order in each period.
We denote the order placed in period t on stage k+1 by stage k as ( ) k P t ; each stage orders after observing the forecast revision for period t.
We assume that node 1 promises a guaranteed service time 1 S by which it will satisfy customer demand. That is, the customer demand D t at time t must be filled by time
Furthermore we assume that stage 1 provides 100% service whereby it delivers exactly D t to the customer at time
Similarly, we assume that each upstream stage k (k ≠ 1) quotes and guarantees a service S by shifting the forecast process so that the forecast is perfect over the time between customer order and delivery.) The remaining internal service times are decision variables and determine where we place safety stocks. The replenishment time at node k is the service time to get its inputs, plus its processing time, namely 1 k k S T + + ; we define k τ to be the net replenishment time for node k, equal to its replenishment time net of its service time:
We will see that the net replenishment time determines the safety stock at node k. Graves and Willems (2000 , 2003 provide motivation and justification for the assumption of guaranteed service times. The benefits of the guaranteed service assumption are at least twofold. First it permits significant analytical tractability for characterizing and determining the safety stocks in supply chains. Second guaranteed service has practical value in that it greatly facilitates coordination in assembly contexts, and along with the assumption of bounded demand, it provides a more amenable way for managers to frame the service tradeoffs in a supply chain.
Nevertheless, an assumption of guaranteed service is restrictive and it comes with a cost, namely somewhat higher inventories (see Aviv 2007) .
The assumptions to this point are identical to those made by Simpson (1958) and Graves and Willems (2000) . These authors assume that each stage uses a base-stock ordering policy; that is, in each period each stage observes and orders the customer demand:
Base stock ( ) ( )
By contrast, in this paper we assume that each stage places an order based on the forecast of future demand. Specifically, we define
to be the cumulative lead-time for node k. This represents the shortest time for an order on stage k to reach the final stage and become available to meet customer demand; the cumulative leadtime for stage k consists of the service time to obtain the raw material or input ( ) we denote the order placed by stage k at time t as follows:
We note that this ordering mechanism assumes that in each period the forecast is shared among all the nodes. We will term (7) to be the forecast-based ordering policy. Intuitively, if forecasts were perfect ( 0
; in each period each node of the supply chain places an order so as to push forward exactly what is necessary to meet customer demand in the future, and there is no need for safety stocks. We can view the base-stock policy as a special case of the forecast-based ordering policy (7) in which the initial forecast ( )
there are no forecast revisions until the period of demand realization, and then
With these assumptions, it is easy to show that for each stage (7) reduces to the base-stock policy ( )
The forecast-based ordering policy given by (7) can result in negative orders. In the analysis to follow we ignore this possibility, and in effect assume that ( ) k P t is non-negative, corresponding to the situation that the forecast revisions in each period are small relative to the forecasted demand. In practice, if there were sufficient downward revisions in the forecast to suggest a negative order, then we presume that no order ( ( ) 0 k P t = ) would be placed, and that any surplus order would be deducted from the next positive order in the future. We do not account for this dynamic in the analyses to follow.
We show in the online appendix that the forecast-based ordering policy (7) is equivalent to a policy in which each node k in each period t places an order so as to keep constant the expected inventory at node k at time 1 k k t T S + + + . We note that the forecast-based ordering policy (7) is the multi-node extension of the installation-based order-up-to policy from Aviv (2003) .
Moreover, the forecast-based ordering policy is analogous to what one might expect in practice, as it represents the orders from applying MRP logic to a serial system with no lot-sizing and no yield uncertainties. In particular, if we denote node k's on-hand inventory at the end of time t with ( ) k I t , we show in the online appendix that we can write (7) 
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The first term on the right hand side represents the order schedule that node k needs to fulfill over its replenishment lead time. The second term represents what is currently on order to node k, namely the inbound orders from node k+1 and the orders currently in process at node k.
The third term is inventory on hand. The final term 0 k I is a constant safety stock target, which is set to maintain an inventory buffer for the eventuality of higher than expected demand. Thus,
from (8) we see that the order placed by stage k in time t equals the forecast of requirements on stage k over its replenishment lead-time, net of the inventory that it will have available over this time period, plus the safety stock target.
In some simple settings, we can show that the forecast-based ordering policy is optimal with respect to certain criteria. As noted, the policy is optimal when the forecasts are perfect, since the inventory variation is zero in this case, and no safety buffers are needed. Moreover, Aviv (2003) shows by induction that each stage should follow such a policy in order to deliver on orders received and minimize a quadratic cost function. These results all assume that the service times are zero; the present contribution is to consider non-zero service times in a global optimization problem.
Inventory dynamics
Given a forecast-based ordering policy, we now proceed to investigate the dynamics of the in- ( 1) ( )
We show in the online appendix that by combining (7) and (9), we have:
where we choose the time To get some insight on this characterization of the inventory, we can re-express the forecast revision summation in terms of the forecast errors: 
The first term on the right-hand side of (11) We now assume that we have a bound
If we set
then it is clear from (10) that the inventory is non-negative, and thus we fulfill the guaranteed service constraint. This development is directly analogous to the base-stock model in which the base stock level is set equal to the demand bound over the net replenishment time (see Kimball (1988) , Simpson (1958) ).
A natural question is how to determine the bound function. We might obtain this bound based on historical data; if we have enough observations of the forecast revisions, then we can develop an empirical distribution for the left-hand side of (12) and use this to determine bounds for setting the safety stocks.
An alternate way to obtain the bound is to suppose that management specifies that the safety stock is to protect against some maximum level of forecast error. (For a discussion and justification of this perspective, see Simpson, 1958 and Willems, 2000) . In particular, suppose we can measure the standard deviation of the cumulative forecast error for each possible cumulative lead-time. Then, for the purposes of setting the safety stocks, we might set the maximum forecast error analogous to a service level bound; that is, we define ( ) F L to be the maximum cumulative forecast error for any interval of length L as follows:
where z is a safety factor and ( ) σ is the standard deviation. Thus, we want the safety stock to provide 100% protection as long as the forecast errors are within ( ) F L for all lead-times L.
With this specification, we show in the online appendix that the bound function is simply
Hence, if we are given the maximum allowable level of forecast errors (14) for each possible L, we can then determine the bound function (15); from the bound function we can determine the safety stock level (13) that is necessary to assure the guaranteed service for all forecast/demand realizations within the maximum forecast errors.
We note that (15) is a fairly simple and workable form. We just need to characterize the variance of the cumulative forecast error over all relevant time horizons. From this function, we can directly compute the bound function as given by (15). In the next section we show how we use this bound function to choose the optimal service times k S (and consequently k L ) to minimize the total inventory costs.
Optimization
Given the bound function on the forecast revisions, we can formulate the optimization problem.
The objective is to minimize the expected inventory holding costs in the system. From (10) we observe that the expected inventory level at each stage is given by:
We assume that we set the safety stock target 0 k I according to (13), and thus:
Finally, we assume that each stage k incurs holding costs at a rate k h proportional to the average inventory level 0 k I . In addition to this safety stock, the supply chain has pipeline inventory, which is directly proportional to the production lead-times. We do not consider pipeline inventory in the optimization as this inventory does not depend at all on the choice of service times.
By changing the service times k S we can find different safety stock configurations; we seek the least cost solution. The optimization problem for a serial supply chain is:
The first set of constraints assures that the net replenishment time is non-negative for each stage; the second set of constraints defines the cumulative lead-times for each stage.
Simpson ( where μ is the average demand rate and σ corresponds to the standard deviation of demand. We can interpret his assumptions and his analysis as a special case of optimization problem (16) in which the bound function for each stage k is given by
Thus, for the base-stock policy, the objective function is a sum of terms, each of which is concave in the service times. As a consequence, the solution is on the corners of the solution space, which implies "all-or-nothing" solutions: either a node keeps no safety stock ( 1
it keeps so much safety stock that it is decoupled from the downstream nodes ( 0 k S = ). It also means that we can find the optimal solution for a serial system through enumeration. Now suppose we assume an evolving forecast and the forecast-based ordering policy, with the bound given by (15). We will demonstrate that the optimization (16) for the general case is no more difficult than that solved by Simpson for the special case of a base-stock policy. For ease of notation, we define
We can re-write the optimization problem: 
. 
S S L
.
At this point, we need a mild technical assumption: that the variance of the cumulative forecast error g(L) is strictly increasing in L. Then, we apply g(.) to both sides of the constraint equations:
, and use this as a scalar decision variable. We can do this, because by assumption, g(.) is strictly increasing, and hence it is a bijective (one-to-one) mapping. Every 
This program has the same concavity properties as found by Simpson, which implies that the optimal solution is found on a corner of the feasible region: for each stage either Graves and Willems (2000) introduce a dynamic programming algorithm to solve the safetystock optimization problem for systems with base-stock ordering. This approach is not only faster than that of Simpson (1958) , but it can also be used on supply chains with more general spanning-tree topology. Moreover, it does not rely on concavity properties of the bound function
Pure assembly systems
We will now show how to use the forecast-based results for pure assembly structures. We discuss the more general spanning tree problem in the last section as an area of future research.
For the assembly system, we let k = 1 be the customer-facing node as before, and introduce the function ( ) a k to denote the node that is immediately downstream (after) of k. We set
(1) 0 a = . Each node can now have multiple upstream supply nodes. Since processing at a node cannot start until material from all of its supply nodes is available, we define the inbound service time k SI as the longest service time from the set of supply nodes:
We then can define the cumulative lead-time for each stage by the recursion:
Given the cumulative lead-time k L , we assume that in each period t each node k places an order on its supply nodes for delivery at time k t SI + with the forecast-based ordering policy, namely: 
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We can then write the optimization problem:
. .
As for the optimization for a serial system, the first set of constraints assures that the net replenishment time is non-negative and the second set specifies the cumulative lead-time; for the assembly systems we need add a third set of constraints to relate the inbound service time for each stage to the outbound service times for the adjacent upstream stages.
The optimization problem (22) is the very same problem as solved by Graves and Willems' algorithm for a base-stock system, except that we now have a different bound function.
Graves and Willems use a demand bound in their objective function, whereas here we use the bound function on the forecast revisions, given by (12); that is, we set the bound function (with modifications for the assembly system) as
where the net replenishment time is
Since Graves and Willems' dynamic programming algorithm does not rely on any special properties of the bound function, we can solve (22) by their algorithm.
Case study
In order to test the results from the previous sections, we performed a case study of the supply chain for an electronic testing system manufactured by Teradyne, Inc. At the time Teradyne had large safety stocks and a high service level, but was looking at ways to reduce inventories. It was thus a good match for our research. This test case also allowed us to develop some intuition for how the new method manifests itself in terms of the locations and quantities of safety stocks. To do these things, we implemented Graves and Willems' dynamic programming algorithm in the PERL programming language, after modifying it with the new bound function.
The supply chain produces a family of semiconductor test equipment. The actual product that is sold to a customer is customized to meet the requirements of the customer's application.
This customization is accomplished by the selection of options from a large set of alternatives,
where there is an electronic subassembly for each option. Nevertheless, except for this choice of options, the rest of the product is standard for all customers. For our test, we consider only the standard bill-of-material and the corresponding supply chain, which is common for all products.
This supply chain entails 3,866 stages or nodes and a single end item, where each node represents one specific part at one specific location. The supply chain extends over multiple locations.
Many of the production steps are not done by Teradyne, but by subcontractors. Because of close cooperation and strong relationships with the suppliers, Teradyne has considerable influence over safety stocks at their locations as well. We used real data from the bill of material to characterize the different parts and locations. We assumed that the holding cost was directly proportional to the value of the parts, which were already calculated by Teradyne. We plot the supply chain topology in Figure 1 . Teradyne forecasts the demand for future weeks in a master schedule. Orders are first entered as open or "preliminary" orders, representing perhaps an early discussion with an interested customer or a sales target. Eventually the customer has to commit and the order becomes booked.
In this way, the master schedule can be seen as a forecast. The upcoming few weeks are quite accurate (booked orders cannot be cancelled, and new orders are usually not allowed), whereas further into the future the schedule is bound to undergo more changes and hence it is less reliable.
We collected data on schedules and their revisions for one year, and compared the schedules with actual demand. For each week, we had data for the forecasts that were made for a sixteen-week horizon into the future. In total we had about 50 observations for each of the sixteen forecasts in the forecast horizon; that is, we had fifty observations for the one-week ahead forecast, for the two-week ahead forecast, up to the sixteen-week ahead forecast.
As shown in Figure 3 , we measured the correlation between each forecast and the demand and found that this correlation decreased approximately linearly over the upcoming ten weeks. Beyond ten weeks, we found that there was effectively no correlation, which implies that the forecast had no predictive power. In the subsequent experiments we use the linear fit for the first ten weeks, and then assume zero correlation beyond that. Under the assumption of i.i.d.
forecast revisions we find that the forecast correlation is equivalent to the standard deviation of the forecast, normalized with respect to the standard deviation of demand: We can relate this forecast quality measure to the variance of the forecast error, which we use to calculate the bound function in equation (15); we show in the online appendix that:
To make the initial test simple, we assume that ( ) t f t j Δ + are independent for different j. With this additional assumption, and equations (25) and (17), we have (see online appendix):
This is similar to the expression for the base stock problem (17) with k k 1 SI S + = , but now the square root term has an additional term. In particular, we reduce the net replenishment time for node k,
by a measure of the forecast quality over the time window
This measure of forecast quality depends on the correlation between the forecasts and demand; thus, a forecast that is positively correlated with demand always leads to less inventory relative to the base-stock policy.
We note that in both cases the bound is proportional to the term ( ) We see in Figure 3 that for node 1, the forecast-based ordering policy results in significantly less inventory than the base-stock ordering policy, especially when its net replenishment time is only a few weeks. This is because the forecasts are relatively accurate in the short term.
As the net replenishment time increases, the accuracy of the forecast decreases; as a consequence, the forecast has less value and the inventory savings decline.
We solved the optimization problem (22) for four cases. For three cases, we assume a forecast-based ordering policy but with different forecast properties. Specifically, we assumed that the correlation between the forecast and actual demand drops linearly from one to zero over a five week, ten week or twenty week horizon, and then remains at zero beyond this horizon. As illustrated in Figure 3 , the ten week horizon closely matches the actual situation at Teradyne and is our base case. The five week and twenty week were hypothetical cases included for comparative purposes. For the fourth case, we assume a base-stock ordering policy, i.e, the GravesWillems optimization; this case ignores the evolving forecast. The safety-stock holding cost for the forecast-based ordering policy with a ten-week horizon is 25% less than that for the base-stock ordering policy. Thus, for this supply chain, there seems to be substantial benefit from accounting for the forecast evolution when setting the safety stocks.
We also find that the safety stocks depend on the quality of the forecast process. For the actual case the forecast improves steadily over a ten-week period as seen in Figure 3 . In comparison, we considered the supply chain assuming that the forecast improves over a twenty-week horizon. This is a higher quality forecast as all of the forecasts in a twenty-week horizon are more accurate relative to the ten-week case; when we optimized this case, we find that there is a reduction of 21% in the safety stock holding costs, relative to the optimal solution for the tenweek case. Similarly, we considered a lower quality forecast in which the forecast improves over a five -week horizon; here the optimal safety stock holding costs were 17 % higher than for the case with a ten week horizon.
To get some intuition for how the four solutions differ, we calculated how the inventory was distributed in the supply chain for each case. In order to make this comparison, we defined the minimal cumulative lead time k L to be the cumulative lead time k L when 0 k SI = . That is:
By construction, k L is a property of each node that does not depend on the service times, and so it serves as a measure by which we can compare the inventory placement for different solutions.
In Figure 4 , we plot the total holding cost (on the y axis) for all nodes k such that k L x ≤ (on the x axis). For example, at ten weeks on the x axis, the curve represents the total inventory holding cost for all inventory that can, in theory, be processed into finished products within 10 weeks. We only plot the holding costs for the first twenty weeks, which accounts for 97% of the total holding cost of the supply chain for the base stock case. Beyond twenty weeks the cumulative holding costs for the four cases grow at the same rate.
From Figure 4 , we see that the difference in the solutions is found primarily in those parts of the supply chain whose distance is less than the effective range of the forecasts. For example, the safety stock for the base-stock policy initially grows much faster than that for the ten week case. As explanation, the ten week case requires very little safety stock in the downstream parts of the supply chain, as it can take advantage of the accuracy of the short-term forecasts. In contrast, the base-stock ordering policy does not use these forecasts and so cannot realize this gain; this policy must have inventories commensurate with the temporal variations of demand, which are considerable. However, beyond ten weeks, the safety stocks for the ten week case and for the base-stock case grow at approximately the same rate; this is because the stages with cumulative lead-times greater than ten weeks use the same bound functions for both the forecast case and the base-stock case and hence, the forecast case has no advantage over the base-stock case.
The computations for each of these supply chain problems took about one minute on a mobile computer (Intel® Core™2 CPU, 2.33GHz, 1GB RAM); no doubt this time can be reduced by implementation in a compiled programming language.
It is somewhat difficult to compare the solution directly to the actual situation at Teradyne, since at the time there were multiple layers of buffering and it was not clear what the actual service level was. As Teradyne had not performed a global optimization to set its stocks, we suspect that the optimal solution for the base-stock ordering policy is a fairly conservative proxy for their current state. Hence we believe there is substantial opportunity for improvement from the consideration of the evolving forecast.
Additional numerical examples
To examine the impact of an evolving forecast for various supply chains, we performed a set of numerical experiments. We used the same supply chain and cost structures as in Graves and Willems (2008) . Specifically, we considered a serial system with N = 5 nodes, and with three alternatives for both the cost accumulation and the production lead-time as follows: The terms "increasing" and "decreasing" should be understood in terms of going upstream starting from the customer-facing stage 1. In the case of cost accumulation, the values stated in Table   1 represent the cost added at each stage. For example, for the increasing cost scenario, the cost at stage 5 is 36, the cost at stage 4 is 36 + 28 = 64, the cost at stage 3 is 36 + 28 + 20 = 84, etc. For all three scenarios the cost of the finished good at stage 1 is 100.
For the production lead-times, the values for each scenario represent the values for k T .
For each scenario the cumulative lead-time for the supply chain is 100.
We assume that the length of the forecast horizon is 100 periods and we use (26) The combination of 3 cost structures, 3 lead-time structures, and 5 forecast horizons results in a total of 45 experiments. In Table 2 we state the optimal holding cost for a 10% holding cost rate for the zero-horizon case (the base-stock policy). For the other forecast-horizon cases, we report the optimal cost as a percentage of the zero-horizon case. We report the structure of the optimal solution in Table 3 . We denote a solution by a binary code, whereby a "1" in the k th position denotes a decoupling inventory at stage k, while a "0" denotes no inventory. For example, "00001" represents inventory at stage 1 only. To interpret these results we first make two observations. First we note that by design, we always hold a safety stock at stage 1, the customer-facing node. Second, we note from (26) that the forecast has value at a stage only if the cumulative lead-time for the stage's customer is within the forecast horizon. For instance, if the forecast horizon is 25 periods, then the forecast has no impact on any stage whose customer's cumulative lead-time is more than 25 periods. As a consequence of these observations, we find that the forecast is most relevant for the downstream stages, and we can get much of our insight by examining the impact on stage 1, the stage at which inventory is most expensive.
First consider the test cases for the increasing cost scenario. For this scenario the costs added are highest at the upstream stages. With no forecast, for each lead-time scenario the optimal policy is to hold a single safety stock at stage 1 that protects against the entire lead-time of 100 periods. As we incorporate a 25-period forecast into the supply chain, the structure of the optimal policy remains the same; but there is a benefit as the forecast permits a reduction in the size of this safety stock at stage 1, as seen from (26). For both the constant and decreasing leadtime cases, this pattern continues as we improve the forecast and extend it over a longer horizon;
we still hold one inventory at stage 1, but can reduce its size as we have a better forecast. For the case of increasing lead-time, we do observe a change in the structure of the solution. As we extend the forecast beyond 50 periods, we introduce a safety stock at the most upstream stage.
This safety stock reduces the net replenishment time for stage 1, resulting in less inventory held there. This change in structure occurs because the improved forecast reduces the size of the safety stock at the most upstream stage so that its cost is outweighed by the benefit from reducing the safety stock at stage 1.
At the other extreme, now consider the test cases for the decreasing cost scenario. For this scenario the costs added are highest at the downstream stages. Thus, it is relatively cheap to hold a safety stock buffer at the upstream stages. Again, the safety stock at the upstream stages reduces the net replenishment time and inventory for stage 1, where holding inventory is most expensive. With no forecast, we see that the optimal policy holds safety stocks at two or three upstream stages, depending on the lead-time settings. For the constant and decreasing lead-time cases, the structure of the optimal policy remains pretty much the same as we add and improve the forecast. The amount of inventory, though, reduces significantly as the forecast improves.
The cost savings occur primarily at stage 1, which is able to take full advantage of the improving forecast as its net replenishment time is well within the forecast horizon due to the upstream buffers. For the increasing lead-time case, we see that as we improve the forecast we have both a change in the structure of the solution and the largest savings in inventory costs. This is the most favorable case for using the forecast. The lead-times are longest at the upstream stages, for which the cost added is the smallest. As we improve the forecast, the optimal solution places inventory at all stages so as to take advantage of the forecast. For each pair of stages, the additional cost of holding an inventory at the upstream stage is small relative to the inventory savings from reducing the net replenishment time at the downstream stage.
Finally we note that for a particular cost and lead-time scenario, the structure of the solution is relatively stable across the different forecast scenarios. This is important as it suggests that the optimal location of safety stocks depends primarily on how the holding costs and leadtimes are set across the supply chain, rather than on the specifics of the forecast process. However, we do note that there are limited degrees of freedom in our set of experiments. As noted earlier, all solutions put a safety stock at stage one; and the forecast has an impact on the upstream stages, only if its horizon is sufficiently long, depending on the lead-times. Thus, it is primarily the middle stages for which we might see an impact from the forecasts.
Conclusions and future directions
In spite of the ubiquity of forecast-based planning systems (e.g., MRP systems), the analysis of safety stocks has been limited to simple special cases, such as one or two nodes, i.i.d. demand processes or perfect forecasts (Guide and Srivastava 2000) . In this paper we develop an approach that extends the framework of Simpson (1958) and Graves and Willems (2000) to include an evolving forecast. We are then able to apply the dynamic programming algorithm from Graves and Willems (2000) to solve for the safety stocks in assembly-system supply chains. Furthermore we demonstrate that accounting for the forecast evolution process results in less safety stock, where the magnitude of the savings depends on the quality of the forecasts. We expect that our approach is computationally fast enough to solve assembly systems of any size likely to arise in practice.
In the literature, there is debate over where to place safety stocks in MRP systems, or the type of buffer to use (Guide and Srivastava 2000) . If one accepts the specific assumptions made in this paper, then we note that the optimal placement of supply-chain safety stocks is driven by three different (and sometimes conflicting) principles. The first two points are the same as for systems with base-stock ordering policies.
• Statistical economies of scale, as manifested in the (strict) concavity of the bound functions, encourage the use of fewer, larger, safety-stock buffers.
• Value-adding activities (holding costs that increase downstream in the supply chain) encourage the use of more numerous, smaller, and distributed safety stocks • When using a forecast-based ordering policy (e.g., MRP logic), the overall size of the safety stocks depends on the size of the forecast errors, rather than the variability of demand. To the extent that we have a meaningful forecast, we expect the forecast errors to be smaller than demand variability, resulting in less safety stock. These reductions in safety stock will primarily be downstream in the supply chain, at the stages whose cumulative lead-times correspond to the horizon of useful forecasts.
Finally we remind the reader of the limitations of this work, and the opportunities that this suggests. In this paper we have only considered serial and pure assembly structures. Graves and Willems (2000) , whose algorithm we have modified, consider more general spanning-tree systems, which may have multiple customer stages. The primary challenge in such systems is how to determine the bound function (12) for stages that serve multiple demand processes. If one can specify this function, then we can extend the analysis in this paper to supply chains with spanning tree topologies. The challenges involved in establishing such bounds, and some remedies, are discussed in Schoenmeyr (2008) . We leave even more general (cyclic) networks for future research. Another limitation is the simplicity of the ordering policy. We do not consider many features that are typically incorporated in MRP systems, such as lot sizing, capacity constraints, and supply uncertainty; we do not account for these considerations in the present framework for strategic safety stocks. Finally we note our assumption of deterministic procurement and production lead-times; it would be most valuable to determine how to extend this approach to accommodate stochastic lead-times, as is common in practice.
